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allegedly threatened her of dire consequences if she do not

oblige him.

Case diary further reveals that after the marriage of

deceased with Rakesh Das, their marital life was more or less

happy and they also procured a child. But, off late, the said Tutu

Dhar @ Subham Dhar interfered in their marital life by making

telephone call to deceased in odd time and visiting her house.

Case diary also reveals that regarding the matter, there was

village meeting and Tutu Dhar @ Subham Dhar was cautioned not

to indulge such activity in future. During the course of

investigation, police collected CDR to ascertain the relation

between deceased and the said Tutu Dhar @ Subham Dhar and

found that on the day of death of deceased there were about ten

calls made by accused to victim from 10.14 a.m. to 1.59 p.m. and

from 8.03 a.m. to 2.18 p.m. deceased also made eleven calls to

said Tutu Dhar @ Sibam Dhar, So, altogether there was 21

(twenty one) calls between them on the day of incident. It also

appears that after the death of the deceased the said Tutu Dhar

@ Sibam Dhar has been evading police arrest.

From the materials emerged in the case diary it appears

that on the day of incident accused Rakesh Das who is the

husband of deceased also gave a slap to her having not found her

in phone when he call her.

Be that as it may, the materials emerged in the case diary

do not suggest that the present accused Rakesh Das, who is the

husband of the deceased, cannot be said to contribute in the

death of deceased but contrary to this, as it reveals, the act of

Tutu Dhar @ Subham Dhar attributed the death of deceased as
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he interfered into the maritar rife of Rakesh Das and his wife and
made huge numbers of phone cars to his wife on the day of
incident apart from giving threat to Rakesh Das on earrier
occasion not to prevent him from talking with his wife,

Therefore, Tutu Dhar @ Sibam Dhar appears to have
contributed in the death of deceased but this court do not
consider that accused Rakesh Das had any contribution in the
death of his wife.

In the result, accused Rakesh Das is enlarged on bail of
Rs'15,000/- (Rupees fifteen thousand) only with one local surety
to the satisfaction of the rearned Ereka Magistrate, in defaurt in
jail,

Return the case diary in closed cover.
This Misc case stands disposed of.
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